
“The Power of Independent Thought In A Divisive World: The act of thinking for oneself is a profoundly 
powerful yet underutilized faculty of the human mind” ••• by Demi Pietchell’s ••• [facebook] The Starfire 
Codes ••• [substack]

“Afuera!” Everyone’s new favorite word! A short lesson in political science by Javier Milei, Argentina. —
https://rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/sunday-strip-death-taxes-and-gun [scroll down a little to find a short Milei 
video and a Milei meme]

“She was Beethoven's inspiration, Goethe's companion and caught the eye of Napoleon. But many still 
regard Bettina Brentano as a fraud, says Jan Swafford”

‘”Who," asked Napoleon Bonaparte, "is that fuzzy young person?" She was Elisabeth Brentano, known 
simply as Bettina. Actually, Napoleon was not among her conquests, nor was he her type.
She did not jump into his lap, as she did with Goethe, or croon her name into his ear, as with Beethoven, 
or go for intimate walks, as with Karl Marx. Napoleon did not dedicate a battle to her, as Beethoven, 
Schumann and Brahms dedicated songs and the Grimms an edition of their fairy tales. But, even at a 
distance, Bettina Brentano drew comment.” —Jan Swafford

"Music is a higher revelation than all wisdom and philosophy, the wine which inspires one to new 
generative processes, and I am the Bacchus who presses out this glorious wine for mankind and 
makes them spiritually drunken. When they have again become sober they have drawn from the sea 
all that they can bring to dry land ... music is the incorporeal entrance into the higher world of 
knowledge which comprehends mankind but which mankind cannot comprehend."

Did she write this for Beethoven?

Bettina Brentano ••• by Jan Swafford •••

Johannes Brahms: A Biography ••• [goodreads, contains links to kindle] by Jan Swafford

What could happen if, before their death or disappearance, anyone could have set a simple tool to 
release a secret to which access or key had been given to no one?” A new kind of “deadman” switch.

Also a new way to safeguard the passage of digital wealth from one generation to the next.

BqETH ••• “a weapon of mass disclosure” -J.D. Berton, creator of BqETH

The Bourke Engine ••• [david s. wolfe] “The Bourke Engine runs on an incredibly lean air/fuel ratio! It 
produces more horsepower and torque per pound of fuel than any other piston engine in history! It has 
only 2 moving parts! The oil never has to be replaced! It runs very quiet! It runs much cooler than 
conventional engines and produces much more power due to its extremely high thermal efficiency! 
Perhaps the most efficient piston engine ever invented!"

Bourke Engines

November 2023 - threads of freeorder
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Eternal Engines ••• a new Bourke Engine by Sky Huddleston: “Eternal Engines is developing a new 
generation of efficient, scalable, and modular scotch-yoke engines predicated upon the Bourke engine, 
fully modernized for the 21st century and beyond.”

Reviewed ••• by Virginia Postrel ••• author of The Fabric of Civilization •••

The story ••• [simon & schuster, publishers] of Elon Musk, SpaceX, Tesla, by Walter Isaackson ••• [goodreads]

Nick Anzinger interviews ••• Matthew Queen on Pillars of Modern Risk Management: Insurance, the 
Impact of Regulation and New Domiciles

Risk Management on a new frontier, opportunity zones and new domiciles

Totality of Evidence ••• about the 2020-2023 pandemic

‘”Influenza" Case Mortality Data from 1918 Pandemic. Homeopathy 1.035% compared to Regulars 
30-50%.’ ••• by Just Call Me Jack, editor of Totality of Evidence ••• substack

“Established in 1969, Liberty International is the oldest organization promoting libertarianism 
worldwide. With our presence in 27 countries, LI has successfully promoted libertarian ideas and 
fostered a global network of freedom champions …”

https://liberty-intl.org/news/

Liberty International ••• We love liberty

“I have to admit that a love for Bach’s music is fairly new to me. I felt Baroque music lacked emotion 
and was somewhat boring. Then one day I was perusing YouTube and stumbled on a video of Glenn 
Gould playing Bach’s Concerto No. 1 in D Minor. I don’t know if it was Gould or Bach, but I was 
mesmerized by this piece and listened to it nonstop for a week. This was Glenn Gould’s first public 
performance. He is introduced to the world by the one and only Leonard Bernstein, who is also 
conducting the concerto.”

Vitaliy Katsenelson writes ••• of Bach’s Concerto No. 1 in D Minor
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Monetary Metals Leases Gold to Istanbul Gold Refinery ••• 

The Daily Beast: https://www.thedailybeast.com/the-wellness-company-is-being-spruiked-by-kari-lake-
laura-loomer-naomi-wolf-and-others (free registration gains access)

Vigilant News: https://vigilantnews.com/post/oops-the-daily-beast-inadvertently-boosts-sales-of-
company-selling-hcq-and-ivermectin

The Wellness Company: https://www.twc.health

The Daily Beast has just done a good deed for Peter McCullough’s Wellness Company.

Gonzalo Schwartz, President and CEO of Archbridge Institute ••• writes: “… I’m excited to share a new 
website devoted to showcasing our annual American Dream Survey project, which we released earlier this 
year. What's exciting—and why I told you my story—is that the website includes interactive maps 
featuring responses to two new questions: What is your American Dream? And who is helping you 
achieve it? I hope you enjoy reading the answers as much as I did.

‘I’m also excited to share the release of the book, The Heart of a Cheetah, by my great friend Magatte 
Wade, who is living her own American Dream trying to lift barriers to human flourishing in her native 
Africa and bringing prosperity to the region. I will have a review soon, but in the meantime, I encourage 
everyone to get a copy.”

“… as detailed in The War on Ivermectin, there were 80 lawsuits where families with a relative being 
subjected to Fauci’s hospital COVID protocols and was expected to die had lawyer Ralph Lorigo sue 
the hospital for ivermectin to be administered to their relative. Of those 80 lawsuits, in 40 the judge 
sided with the family, and in 40 with the hospital. Of the 40 cases where ivermectin was given, 38 of the 
40 patients survived. Of the 40 cases where the hospitals were allowed to withhold ivermectin, 2 of the 
40 patients survived. This should have been a sign to consider using ivermectin but instead the hospitals 
banded together to develop a robust legal strategy to prevent any future lawsuits from succeeding. This 
in my eyes clearly illustrates the degree to which hospitals prioritize profits over patients.” — 
midwesterndoctor.com/p/the-many-dangers-of-spinal-surgery

David Hock provides this excerpt from the website of midwesterndoctor.com

“Gaza vs. Ukraine: A Tale of Two Wars” ••• by Vasco Kohlmayer, 15 Nov 23, at his Substack: Notes from 
the Twilight Zone •••

Recommendations of different opinions are welcome. “Freeorder” poses a question; it does not state a 
position. -ls

https://rumble.com/v3uh0pp-the-war-on-ivermectin-w-dr.-pierre-kory.html

Dr. Kory is being described by the usual information sources as a quack, an extremest, etc. This should 
give you some inkling that he may be saying true things that need to be heard. Please listen to some of 
this interview and decide what you think. -ls

Dr. Pierre Kory interviewed ••• by Jason James on Brave New Normal (BNN) ••• 
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‘Under the theory of “minimal interference,” Wilson and others embraced the presence of an exotic 
native “weed” called gorse to turn pastureland into a thriving forest. Gorse, which is hated and 
considered a nuisance by pastural farmers, helped regenerate forests by providing a canopy for native 
forest plants to grow and thrive’

“MycoRestoration of Abandoned Logging Roads” ••• Paul Stamets, 25 Jun 2023
vLeopold

Regenerating a Forest ••• [mercola] with video 

McCullough Foundation is dedicated to the proposition that a government of the people, by the people, 
for the people, can only exist if the people are educated about health, disease, and public health policies. 
As James Madison, author of the U.S. Constitution remarked: “Knowledge will forever govern 
ignorance, and a people who mean to be their own governors must arm themselves with the power 
knowledge gives.”

As we learned during the COVID-19 pandemic, our deep-seated fear of deadly infectious disease makes 
us very susceptible to manipulation by public health officials (often in league with undeclared 
commercial interests) who invoke emergency power with the purported objective of protecting us. Thus, 
our fear of infectious disease can be exploited by unscrupulous public officials in the same way our fear 
of foreign invaders has been used by dictators and tyrants throughout history. Again, to quote James 
Madison: “The means of defense against foreign danger have been always the instruments of tyranny at 
home.”
vGuardian

McCullough Foundation Mission Statement (first two paragraphs)
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